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Abstract
Mechanisms to explicitly manage the presence of data in

caches are fundamental for the correctness and performance

of modern systems. These operations, while critical, often

incur significant performance penalties even when carefully

used. Moreover, these mechanisms are implemented in pro-

prietary and often undocumented hardware, so research into

optimizations and novel designs is mostly limited to slow,

simplified software simulations. In this paper, we design

microarchitectural extensions to support two types of user-

controlled cache writebacks to main memory. Furthermore,

we propose Skip It, a mechanism built on top of our exten-

sions that substantially reduces redundant writebacks. We

implemented these designs on the open-source BOOM out-

of-order RISC-V CPU. The performance in hardware is ≈100
cycles which favorably compares to similar operations in

commercially available server-class platforms. In addition,

Skip It performs as well as or better than state-of-the-art

software techniques for avoiding unnecessary writebacks.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization →
Multicore architectures; Superscalar architectures; •
Hardware → Non-volatile memory.

Keywords: microarchitecture, cache coherence, out-of-order,

multicore, cacheline flush, fence, non-volatile memory, FPGA
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1 Introduction
While transparent management of CPU caches is often the

most desirable behavior of a caching system, there are sev-

eral scenarios in which a user or system would prefer fine-

grained control of the presence of cached data. Non-volatile

main memory (NVMM) is one case in which this control

is critical. Persistent byte-addressable memory goes a long

way to enable crash consistency [8]. However, due to the

lack of fine-grained control of the cache contents, correct

persistent algorithms are extremely challenging to imple-

ment and costly in terms of performance [17]. In the case of

DMA engines, modifications to a locally cached copy must

reach memory before subsequent accesses. In both cases,

ensuring correctness in the presence of caches requires ex-

plicitly writing back data to ensure consistency. With the

introduction of coherent interconnects such as CXL [62] that

can connect multiple heterogeneous memory domains [49,

42], deliberate control of cached data becomes even more im-

portant. Explicit cache control can also assist the hibernation

of extremely low power devices [80, 30] and help to miti-

gate some microarchitectural timing-channel attacks [14] by

partitioning on-core resources [44, 75, 12].

Most modern computer architectures have methods for

controlling the eviction and writeback of cache data. These

instructions, however, do not come without cost. To ensure

that writebacks have completed, programmers must inte-

grate costlymemory barriers (fences).Whenmultiple threads

are involved, the number of writebacks and fences increases,

severely degrading performance. Moreover, even when data

has already been written back by one thread, other threads

are oblivious to the cache line state, and will redundantly

writeback and fence the same data. Several researchers have

introduced software methods to mitigate these unnecessary

overheads by tracking whether a cache line has already been

written back [73, 23, 71]. While these techniques are effective,

hardware support can hide complexity from the program-

mer and reduce software overhead. However, due to the lack

of open-source hardware, it has not been possible to realis-

tically evaluate such proposals. The advent of performant,

out-of-order RISC-V cores [79, 76] allows for the implementa-

tion and evaluation of exactly these types of novel hardware

designs. Unfortunately, while the RISC-V instruction set ar-

chitecture (ISA) defines writeback instructions, they have

not been implemented in these cores.

This paper presents a complete hardware implementation

of two variants of writeback instructions for the RISC-V
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BOOM Core: clean and flush. Furthermore, we augment the

existing fence implementation to maintain correct writeback

ordering. In describing the implemented mechanisms, we

provide a detailed examination and methodological descrip-

tion of BOOM core internal structures and related compo-

nents. We show that the clean and flush latencies are ≈ 100

cycles per cache line, which is favorably comparable to and

often lower than commercial x86 and ARMv8 CPU imple-

mentations. Furthermore, we demonstrate the advantages

of an open architecture by introducing Skip It, a hardware

optimization that significantly reduces the number of un-

necessary flushes. Skip It performs up to 2.5× better in our

experimental setup than FLiT [73] and similarly to other

state-of-the-art software solutions, without requiring any

software support. The implementation of the writeback in-

structions and Skip It are publicly available [24].

2 Background
To design and implement support for user-controlled cache

writebacks, we built upon existing research and several open-

source components. In this section, we provide the necessary

background on the RISC-V ecosystem including the memory

semantics, coherence, the Rocket and BOOM cores, Chip-

yard, and the existing cache control mechanisms. Deeper

discussion of the BOOM core internals can be found in § 3.

2.1 RISC-V
RISC-V is a modular, open, reduced ISA [72], which elimi-

nates licensing the ISA, removing impediments associated

with developing hardware and related software toolchains.

The RISC-V ecosystem provides a platform for experimenting

with new instructions, microarchitectural features, and func-

tionality. RISC-V has seen a plethora of open-source designs

ranging from tiny embedded cores [68] to massively parallel

architectures [78], in-order cores [6, 77] and complex out-of-

order systems [79, 16, 76]. Several have been taped-out, and

some have been commercialized [63, 51] with indications

that server class RISC-V SoCs are on the horizon [69].

Chipyard [4] is a framework for agile RISC-V SoCs design.

It integrates configurable open-source IP blocks, software

register transfer level (RTL) and FPGA-accelerated simula-

tion, automated VLSI flows, and workload generation for

bare-metal and Linux-based systems. Rocket Chip [6] is an

SoC generator that includes a core, caches, and interconnects.

Several parameters are configurable, such as the FPU, cache

size, and TLB size. The configurability and composability

of these modules allow developers to quickly develop new

designs.

2.2 TileLink and Coherence Protocol
TileLink [20, 67] is a chip-scale interconnect that provides

low-latency connectivity betweenCPUs, accelerators, caches,

memory, and other SoC peripherals. A link connects a client
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Figure 1. Three TL-C transactions are needed for coherence.

agent to a manager agent. An agent may be part of multiple

links, acting as a client in some and as a manager in others.

A legal TileLink network topology always forms a directed

acyclic graph (DAG), and TileLink is deadlock-free.

An agent-to-agent link consists of up to five unidirectional

channels: {𝐴, 𝐵,𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸}. 𝐴 is used by the client to send read

or write messages,𝐷 is used by themanager to send response

messages. {𝐵,𝐶, 𝐸} are required for cache coherence.

There are three main coherence messages, the transac-

tions of which are shown in Figure 1. Acquire is used by

the client to obtain permission from the manager to get a

copy of a cache line. Acquire messages are sent over 𝐴 and

always trigger a Grant message from the manager on 𝐷 . The

client acknowledges the Grant with a GrantAck response

on 𝐸. Acquire operations may also trigger the manager to

generate recursive Probe or Release requests to other agents.

Release operations are issued by clients on 𝐶 to downgrade

the permissions of a cache line voluntarily. The manager

agent acknowledges it with a ReleaseAck message on 𝐷 . The

Probe message is issued on 𝐵 by the manager to modify or re-

voke a client’s permissions to a cache line. The client adjusts

the line’s permissions and responds with a ProbeAckmessage

on 𝐶 that may contain dirty data. These three messages can

be used to implement a cache coherence protocol on RISC-V.

An example is MESI [55], an invalidation-based cache

coherence protocol for writeback caches. It contains four

primary cacheline states: modified, exclusive, shared, and

invalid which can be maintained by the aforementioned

TileLink messages. Modified and exclusive states imply a

single owner, while a cacheline in shared state may have

multiple owners. For example, the transition from shared

to modified state and vice versa can be accomplished using

the Acquire and Probe TileLink messages. When an agent

requests a cacheline that is in modified state in another cache,

a Probe message signals the exclusive owner of the cacheline

to downgrade its permissions and writeback its dirty data.

Similarly, when an agent wants to write data to a local copy

of a cacheline in shared state, it must request for exclusive

2
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permissions using Acquire which in turn triggers a Probe to
revoke the copies of the line held by other agents.

2.3 Berkeley Out-of-Order Machine (BOOM)
The Berkeley Out-of-Order Machine (BOOM) [15] is an open-

source, out-of-order RISC-V CPU generator developed in

Chisel [7]. SonicBOOM [79] is the third-generation instance

of BOOM and is a state-of-the-art platform for research in

microarchitectural design. The core is parameterizable, syn-

thesizable, and can be implemented on an FPGA. The BOOM

core re-uses blocks from the Rocket chip [6] such as TLBs,

page table walkers (PTWs), and the control status register

(CSR) file, while implementing a new pipeline and data cache.

The architecture of BOOM will be discussed in detail in § 3.

2.4 RISC-V Weak Memory Ordering
RISC-V weak memory order (RVWMO) is a weak memory

model [72]. Its rules are primarily concerned with accesses

to the same or dependent memory locations, but it still pre-

serves multi-copy atomicity. Multi-copy atomicity means

that a value becomes globally visible to all other proces-

sors at the same time. For a single-processor system, the

global order corresponds to the program order. However,

for a multi-processor system, a processor does not neces-

sarily see that the instructions being executed by another

processor correspond to the other processor’s program order.

Therefore, to guarantee ordering, one needs atomic mem-

ory operations, store conditional or load-reserve operations

(SC/LR), or fence instructions.

2.5 Cache Management
There are multiple scenarios in which deliberate control of

data in caches is essential for correctness. One example is

non-volatile main memory (NVMM) where writing back

data is fundamental to maintain a consistent state of the

data. Without proper management, the order of the writes

to a volatile cache is not necessarily preserved when data is

written from cache to main memory. If caches are volatile,

upon a crash, all cache content will be lost, but the content

of the main memory will remain. Thus, later writes may be

propagated to the NVMM before earlier writes, leading to

data inconsistencies in the main memory.

Consistency is not only important in the case of NVMM,

but in many cases in which devices share the same memory

space. Disaggregated memory in which multiple nodes share

an address space (e.g. CXL-attached memory [62]) correct

write ordering must be guaranteed, similar to the NVMM

scenario. Peripheral devices often share memory as well.

Thus, for consistent DMA reads from main memory, the ap-

plication needs to ensure that data is properly written-back

before the DMA transaction is initiated. Only by calling ex-

plicit write-back instructions, can programmers control the

ordering in which these writes are written-back to memory.

There are various ways to explicitly writeback data to

main memory: invalidating and non-invalidating, synchro-
nous and asynchronous. A synchronous writeback blocks

following instructions while an asynchronous one can occur

at a later point in time subject to memory model constraints.

An invalidating writeback, which we will refer to as a flush,
invalidates the cache line when the data is written back. A

non-invalidating writeback, a clean, leaves the cache line

valid but ensures the modified data reaches main memory.

Modern ISAs have several variants of these instructions,

but we limit our discussion to the most relevant. An asyn-

chronous clean is a clwb and dccvac, while an asynchro-

nous flush is clflushopt and dccivac in x86 and ARM

respectively [33, 5]. To make any of these writebacks syn-

chronous, one can use a fence, or in x86, a synchronous flush

clflush. The RISC-V ISA defines cachemanagement instruc-

tions (§ 2.6), however explicit writebacks (clean and flush)

are unimplemented.

2.6 RISC-V Cache Control
The FENCE instruction in RISC-V is used to force an order-

ing of the program’s execution. It is defined as FENCE PRE,
SUC, where PRE (predecessor) and SUC (successor) are flags
indicating that the set of operations in PRE must complete

before the set of operations in SUC are allowed to execute.

The RISC-V Cache Management Operations (CMOs) [60],

introduce instructions that operate on data in the memory hi-

erarchy. Of interest to us are the CBO.CLEAN and CBO.FLUSH
cache management instructions. They operate on the set

of coherent caches accessed by the agent executing the in-

struction. If a cache line is dirty, CBO.CLEAN propagates it

to all higher level caches and writes it to memory; how-

ever, copies still remain in all caches that possessed one.

CBO.FLUSH atomically invalidates and cleans the cache line.

Even though these instructions are defined in the RISC-V

ISA, the only instruction which has been implemented on

all platforms is FENCE. This user-level fence ensures that all
memory operations before the FENCE are completed before

any memory operations after the FENCE are handled. SiFive

released a vendor instruction extension CFLUSH_D_L1 that
could evict from the L1 data cache using TileLink. If an

L2 cache is present, the original CFLUSH_D_L1 instructions
will only flush the dirty data to L2. Moreover, CFLUSH_D_L1,
limited as it is, was only implemented for the in-order Rocket

Chip making the instruction unusable on the BOOM core.

3 BOOM Architecture
This section examines relevant internal architecture of the

BOOM core and related components. While some of this

information is available in [79], much of the architecture

and behavior is undocumented outside of the code. We aim

3
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Load Queue (LDQ)
32 Entries
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Buffer/Forwarding
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Load Store Unit

Figure 2. SonicBOOM Load Store Unit (LSU) contains 32 en-

try load (LDQ) and store (STQ) that transmit data at 8 B/cycle.

to provide necessary background to understand our imple-

mentations and a methodical description of the underlying

architecture.

3.1 Reorder Buffer
The SonicBOOM’s re-order buffer (ROB) is a queue that

tracks the status of all in-flight instructions in the pipeline.

The ROB consists of a bsy flag that tracks whether the instruc-
tion is currently executing. Once an instruction completes

execution, the bsy flag is unset, which increments the head

of the ROB, and the instruction is considered committed. The

ROB provides the illusion that a program executes in-order,

for each processor.

3.2 Load Store Unit
The load-store unit (LSU) of the SonicBOOM (Figure 2) is

capable of firing two requests per cycle to the memory sys-

tem. Firing refers to the issuing of the instruction to the data

cache from the LSU. The LSU contains two queues: the load

queue (LDQ) and the store queue (STQ). LDQ entries contain

only the load’s address, while STQ entries contain both the

store’s address and data, thus acting as a store buffer.

The LDQ tracks the status of load instructions, and fires

them out-of-order as soon as their data is ready. The STQ

only fires a request when the head of the ROB points to

the same request, ensuring that stores are fired in order.

Incoming loads probe the STQ and may forward data from

an STQ entry if a match is found and data is available in the

store buffer. Additionally, the LSU is responsible for detecting

and marking dependencies between requests in the queues.

This ensures that reordering does not violate the guaranteed

memory model.

Fence instructions, as described in § 2.6 and § 4, ensure

that all previous memory operations, in program order, are

completed before subsequent operations are fired into the

data cache. Fence instructions are stored in the STQ of the

LSU. All LDQ instructions that arrive after the fence are

marked as dependent on the fence. This prevents subsequent

loads (or any LDQ request) from being issued before the

fence is completed. The fence, by virtue of being an STQ

TL-D TL-A TL-E

TL-BTL-C

Data & Metadata
SRAM Arrays

Probe
Unit

Writeback
Unit

8 MSHRs
wb_req
wb_resp

mshr_rdy

wb_rdy
wb_req

16 B/cycle

signal

Figure 3. SonicBOOM L1 Data Cache contains 16 B data

buses and signals. Its external connections are via TL-X.

request, is guaranteed to not be executed before previous

instructions, in program order, are committed.

3.3 L1 Data Cache
The SonicBOOM contains a non-blocking 32 KiB 8-way

writeback L1 data cache. Figure 3 provides a high-level overview

of its components.

The data cache contains two static RAM (SRAM) arrays for

data and metadata. The metadata array stores information

on cache lines such as their tag, coherence state, and the

dirty bit. The data array stores the actual data.

When a request arrives in the data cache, the tag and in-

dex are compared with the metadata. On a hit, the request

is served immediately. Otherwise, a miss status holding reg-

ister (MSHR) is allocated to serve the request. MSHRs are

responsible for retrieving the cache line, updating the data

and metadata arrays, and replaying the request.

Multiple misses to the same cache line may be served by a

single MSHR. This is accomplished by using the replay queue

(RPQ), which exists for every MSHR. Upon a cache miss, it

probes the MSHRs to check if one has already been allocated

for this line. If so, the instruction may be buffered by the

RPQ. Upon successful cache line retrieval, the RPQ is drained

and all requests are replayed in the data cache in order of

arrival. The request that caused the initial MSHR allocation is

referred to as the primary request and all subsequent requests
that piggy-back are called secondary requests.

The data cache of the SonicBOOM does not currently sup-

port upgrading permissions of a cache line via the TileLink

message AcquirePerm. Therefore, the RPQ only accepts a sec-

ondary request if the permissions required are less than or

equal to the primary request permissions. For example, if the

MSHRwas allocated as a result of a load, it is unable to accept

a store as a secondary request. If the data cache is unable

to handle a queued request, it sends a negative acknowl-

edgement (nack) to the LSU. This may occur when there

4
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are no free MSHRs to handle the request or if a matching

MSHR exists but is unable to accept the secondary request.

On receiving a nack, the LSU retries at a later time.

The writeback unit (WBU) releases dirty data to a higher

level cache. The probe unit handles coherence probes from

higher level agents, and may request the WBU to release

dirty data. It is possible that a cache line being written back

is simultaneously probed. As shown in Figure 3, the WBU

may temporarily hold probes by signaling via wb_rdy. The
data cache has a TileLink to a higher level memory agent.

This link is used by the MSHRs to acquire data, the probe

unit to receive probes, and the WBU to release cache lines.

For stores, or broadly STQ instructions, it is important to

observe that they are only fired into the data cache when

they are committed, and not before as loads are. Conversely,

when these instructions are in the data cache (even if they are

waiting in MSHRs), they are considered by the ROB to have

completed. Consider two store instructions arriving in the

data cache one after the other. If the subsequent store were

to miss and the previous were to hit, the subsequent store

would be completed immediately while the previous would

be allocated an MSHR. However, two consecutive writes can-

not be reordered. In this case, a probe to the pending MSHR

must wait until the store completes, thus implementing a

slightly stronger memory model than the RISC-V weak mem-

ory order. This is accomplished using the mshr_rdy signal

(Figure 3).

3.4 Last Level Cache
The SiFive inclusive cache [64] is a parameterized last-level

cache generator included in Chipyard. The SonicBOOM can

be configured with this module as its L2 cache. It enforces co-

herence among a set of caching agents using an invalidation-

based coherence policy implemented using a full-map of

directory bits stored with each cache line’s metadata.

A detailed discussion of the L2 cache, shown in Figure 4

is beyond the scope of this paper; we restrict ourselves to

relevant components. SinkC is a module that receives incom-

ing TileLink C (TL-C) requests. The ListBuffer is a generic
hardware queue that stores buffered TL-C requests which are

later scheduled to the L2 MSHRs. The SourceD module gener-

ates TileLink D (TL-D) responses. The BankedStore contains
the actual cache line data. Finally, the Directory stores cache

lines metadata (i.e. dirty bit, state of the line, and owners of

the line). As seen in Figure 4, the L2 cache contains a pair

of TileLinks. The inclusive cache acts as the manager to L1

caches and as the client to main memory.

4 Memory Semantics
Before explaining the implementation details of CBO.CLEAN
and CBO.FLUSH we present the memory semantics of these

instructions, and specify their interactions with fences, be-

cause the writeback semantics are not defined for RISC-V.

SourceBSinkA SinkC SourceD SinkE
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Figure 4. The SiFive inclusive cache contains (meta)data

arrays, buffers, and connects to L1 caches and main memory

via TileLink.

The full RISC-V memory model for the other instructions is

described in [47, 48]. While Pelley et al. [56] describe gen-
eral persistence model semantics, which may be similar or

different from the consistency semantics, in this section we

refer to the semantics of the lower level instructions. We

refer to the instructions CBO.FLUSH and CBO.CLEAN in § 2.6

collectively as writeback instructions. Writebacks and fences

enable the eviction of a specific cache line associated with a

particular address at a given point in time.

Consider a memory location 𝑐 and its associated cache line

𝐶 such that 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 . writeback(c) guarantees that all writes to
𝑐′ ∈ 𝐶 , where 𝑐′ is any memory location associated with 𝐶 ,

that happened before that writeback(c), are written back to

memory. Thus, a writeback(c) is ordered only with respect to

all previous writes to 𝐶 , but not with respect to subsequent

writes.

To improve performance and accommodate multiple write-

backs in parallel to different memory locations, writeback

instructions are handled asynchronously. Now consider two

addresses 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, represented by the cache lines𝐶1 and𝐶2.

writeback(𝑐1) followed by a writeback(𝑐2) does not guaran-
tee that all writes to 𝐶1 that happened before writeback(𝑐1)
are written back to memory before 𝐶2 is written back by

writeback(𝑐2). Moreover, to be aligned with BOOM’s out-of-

order execution, the asynchronous writeback is committed

out-of-order as well, and does not necessarily complete its

execution before the next instruction is committed.

Figure 5 demonstrates three scenarios. In (a), even though

𝑥 and 𝑦 are committed in order, because data is cached, the

5
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(c) Writeback
     & Fence

1:  x = 1
2:  writeback(&x)
3:  fence()
4:  y = x

(b) Only Writeback

1:  x = 1
2:  writeback(&x)
3:  y = x

(a) No Writeback

1:  x = 1
2:  y = x

Figure 5. Memory semantics via three writeback scenarios.

actual write-back to memory can happen at any point in

time. Therefore, 𝑦 might be written back before 𝑥 .

In line 2 of scenario (b), writing back the cache line 𝑋

that holds 𝑥 is asynchronous and ordered with respect to

all earlier writes to 𝑋 . As mentioned, writing back is done

asynchronously to improve performance, and is not handled

in order with respect to other writebacks. As a result, in (b),

𝑦 is not necessarily written back to memory after 𝑥 , even

though writeback(x) was issued before the write to 𝑦.

Sometimes, however, a cache line needs to be written back

at a specific point in execution to maintain certain guaran-

tees. Using a fence ensures that memory instructions are not

reordered with respect to this fence. Memory instructions

that appear prior to the fence in program order cannot be

reordered with respect to instructions that appear after the

fence. More specifically, the fence implies that all memory

operations (including writebacks) prior to the fence are com-

mitted before those that follow the fence are executed. The

RISC-V ISA defines 6 practical fence instructions of vari-

ous strengths [72]. Here, we refer to the strongest fence, i.e.

FENCE RW, RW that is the only one that is implemented on

the BOOM core and we show how its semantics are extended

with respect to writeback instructions. Given a location 𝑐 ,

writeback(c) followed by fence(), guarantees that all writes to
cache line 𝐶 , that happened before writeback(c), are written
back to memory before any memory instruction that follows

the fence() is executed by the same thread. Thus, in scenario

(c), by calling fence() after writeback(&x), it is guaranteed
that by the time that 𝑥 is assigned to 𝑦 in line 4, the updated

value of 𝑥 will reside in main memory.

These semantics are closely related to ARMv8’s writeback

semantics [59], i.e., a writeback of a cacheline is only ordered

with respect to previous writes to the same cacheline. In

x86 [58], on the contrary, due to its TSO nature, a writeback

of a cacheline is ordered with respect to all previous writes to

any cacheline. Furthermore, The only type of a fence/barrier

that is implemented on the BOOM core is the strongest fence,

and has an equivalent behavior to the strongest fences on

x86 and ARMv8.

We note that the RISC-V memory model is weak and does

not define the writeback semantics formally, thus we define

these writeback semantics accordingly. However, the BOOM

core implements only the reordering of loads, providing a

stricter model. Because we encode our writeback instructions

as a store in § 5.1, writeback instructions are ordered with
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Figure 6. The Flush Unit provides the mechanisms to sup-

port CBO.X instructions via new signaling, FSHRs, a flush

queue and a flush counter.

respect to any previous write to any cacheline on the BOOM

core, similar to x86. In addition, it is also ordered with respect

to subsequent writes to the same cacheline. As mentioned,

flushes are asynchronous and not reordered with respect to

one another. To guarantee ordering, a fence() must be used.

5 Flush Microarchitecture
This section describes our design and implementation of the

flush unit and associated architectural support for CBO.X
(CBO.FLUSH and CBO.CLEAN) instructions in the BOOM core.

We present the flush unit’s architecture and discuss the

fence instruction modifications to ensure compatibility with

CBO.X.

5.1 Encoding
CBO.X are encoded as STQ requests in the LSU, ensuring that

the request is only fired into the data cache when the ROB

head points to this instruction. As discussed in § 3.2 this

means CBO.X instructions are executed in program order.

We introduce two new TL-C messages: RootReleaseFlush
and RootReleaseClean (collectively RootRelease). To avoid ex-

panding the op-code bitvector, we encode the messages inter-

nally as TL-C ProbeAck with parameters FLUSH and CLEAN.
We additionally introduce a TL-D message RootReleaseAck
which is used to acknowledge RootRelease requests. This

is encoded as a TL-D ReleaseAck message with parameter

ROOT.

5.2 Flush Unit
The flush unit is a crucial component of implementing micro-

architectural support for RISC-V CMOs (§ 2.6) in the BOOM.

It is integrated into the data cache and is responsible for

handling writeback requests. Figure 6 provides a high-level

overview of the flush unit’s components. We emphasize that

because a writeback unit already exists in BOOM, we denote

6
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this component as the Flush Unit, even though it handles

both CBO.FLUSH and CBO.CLEAN.

Flush Queue. The flush queue buffers all incoming CBO.X
requests. Some relevant fields of a flush request are: addr, the
address to be written back; is_hit, does the cache line hit?;
is_dirty, is the cache line dirty? (only relevant if hit = 1);

is_clean, is this a CBO.CLEAN? This bookkeeping data is

directly inferred from cacheline metadata which is always

fetched with data cache requests. Thus, no overhead is added

to the transmission or storage of a cacheline’s metadata.

We designed the flush request to contain all pertinent

cache line information to reduce metadata array contention.

Flush unit performance could be degraded by an arbitrary

number of cycles due to metadata contention among flush

status holding registers (FSHRs), MSHRs, the probe unit, and

the request queued into the data cache. However, we note

that the consistency of queue entries must be ensured as an

unspecified amount of time may pass between enqueuing

and dequeuing a flush request. We explain how we preserve

consistency in § 5.3.

When the LSU queues a CBO.X request into the data cache,
it is accepted by the flush unit if it has free space in the flush

queue to buffer the request. If the flush queue is full, the data

cache sends a nack to the LSU and the LSU will retry at a

later point in time. Because the LSU tracks all dependencies

and ordering between requests (§ 3.2), a request that nacks as

a result of a full flush queue does not violate the program or-

dering. Once a CBO.X request is buffered, the corresponding

instruction is considered to be ready for commit. This means

that subsequent STQ and dependent (to the same cache line)

LDQ requests are free to proceed.

The flush queue is highly beneficial during periods with

many writeback instructions. By buffering and thus allow-

ing the LSU to commit multiple writeback instructions, it

frees the LSU to handle newer requests. Furthermore, it also

reduces contention in the data cache, as buffered requests

are considered completed and are no longer retried by the

LSU (similar to stores forwarded to an MSHR).

Flush Status Hit Register. FSHRs are responsible for

asynchronously executing CBO.X requests. The flush unit

contains 8 FSHRs. Every cycle, if the flush queue is non-

empty, a free FSHR is allocated by dequeuing the request

from the flush queue head. FSHRs are round robin allo-

cated [65]. Each FSHR contains a data buffer used to tem-

porarily store data being written back to main memory.

The data array of the BOOM only supports reading one

word per cycle, therefore taking multiple cycles to retrieve

all the data of a cache line. We modified the data array by

widening the output to one full cache line.We then connected

the outputs to the entire cache line indexed, instead of only

connecting the output to the word retrieved by the offset

into the cache line. Thus, we have optimized the data array

to serve an entire cache line in a single cycle.

root_release_ackroot_release

root_release_datafill_buffer

meta_write

invalid
!is_hit ||
(is_clean && !is_dirty)

release_fired

is_hit && 
(is_flush || is_dirty)

release_fired

data_ready
is_dirty

ack_received

!is_dirty

Figure 7. The Flush MSHR operates via the following

state machine. It begins in the invalid state and ends in

root_release_ack.

For CBO.FLUSH, the metadata must always be invalidated

while for CBO.CLEAN, only the dirty bit is unset if the re-

quested cache line is dirty. Otherwise, the metadata is un-

changed. For both CBO.CLEAN and CBO.FLUSH, if the requested
line is dirty, the data buffer must be filled with the dirty data.

In all cases, the FSHR must send a RootRelease to L2 and

waits for a RootReleaseAck. Each FSHR operates based on

the state machine depicted in Figure 7 that implements the

aforementioned behavior.

The states are as follows:

1. invalid: Requests are ready to be accepted. On suc-

cessful reception of a request, an execution plan is set

up based on whether the address hit, the cache line is

dirty, and if the request is a clean or a flush.

2. meta_write: The metadata of the requested line is

modified. In case of a flush, the metadata is invalidated,

while in case of a clean, the dirty bit is unset.

3. fill_buffer: The data buffer is filled by retrieving the

correct line from the data array of the L1 data cache.

As mentioned earlier, the data array takes only one

cycle to fill the whole buffer.

4. root_release_data: A RootRelease message is sent

with data over TL-C to the higher level cache to write

back data to main memory. Because the SonicBOOM’s

system bus is 16B (Figure 3), it takes four cycles to

send the data to L2.

5. root_release: A RootRelease message is sent without

data over TL-C. As no data is written back, the message

is sent in one cycle.

6. root_release_ack: The FSHR waits until it receives a

RootReleaseAck over TL-D. Once the acknowledgement

is received, the FSHR transitions back to the invalid
state.

We summarize the potential paths shown in Figure 7 from

the invalid state to the root_release_ack state. A CBO.X
to a dirty cacheline must modify (invalidate or downgrade)

the cacheline’s permissions. However, in case of a hit on

a clean cacheline, its permissions must be modified (invali-

dated) only in case of a CBO.FLUSH. In case of a cache miss,

no action is required. Finally, the appropriate RootRelease is
sent to the higher level cache. We highlight that in case of

a cache miss, RootRelease is sent regardless as the cacheline
7
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may still need to be written back from other cores, or from

higher levels of the cache hierarchy.

Flush Counter. The flush counter is used to track the

number of pending flush requests. It is incremented when a

flush request is enqueued and decremented when an FSHR

receives a RootReleaseAck.

5.3 Handling Data Cache Requests
CBO.X instructions are considered to be committed when

they are buffered by the flush unit’s queue. As subsequent in-

structions, including those dependent on the buffered CBO.X,
may be issued to the data cache, we must take special care

to ensure correctness. For this reason, the flush unit is de-

signed to be probed to check whether the addresses are either

pending in the flush queue or being handled by an allocated

FSHR.

Loads. Loads (or broadly LDQ requests) can proceed if

the request hits in the L1 cache. Because a load hit does not

change the state of any cache line, the metadata of requests

in the flush queue remain valid, and the request may be

served. However, if the LDQ request misses but there exists

an FSHR with a filled data buffer handling the same line, this

data is forwarded directly to the load, and the load succeeds.

If the load misses and an FSHR is handling the same line

without a filled data buffer, then the load must be postponed

(nacked) until either the data buffer is filled or that FSHR

completes serving its request. This is essential because the

metadata of requests in the flush queue must not be modified

by the same core.

Stores. If a store is dependent on a request, either pending

in the flush queue or being handled by an FSHR, the store will

be nacked unless it satisfies all the following three conditions.

First, there must be an allocated FSHR for the requested line.

Second, the FSHR must be executing a CBO.CLEAN request.
Finally, the cache line must not be dirty or, if it is dirty,

the FSHR must have filled its data buffer. Upon satisfying

these conditions, the store instruction is allowed to proceed

without waiting for the write back to complete.

As cache line permissions remain unchanged due to a

CBO.CLEAN, subsequent stores may proceed without an ac-

knowledgment of the CBO.CLEAN request. Nevertheless, by
ensuring that the data buffer is filled before proceeding with

subsequent stores, we guarantee that the data of subsequent

stores are not written back by the CBO.CLEAN instruction.

Dependent CBO.X instructions are allowed to coalesce with a

corresponding pending flush request if and only if the cache

line state remains unchanged between the two CBO.X instruc-
tions. For example, a CBO.CLEAN may coalesce with a pend-

ing CBO.CLEAN but not with a pending CBO.FLUSH. However,
CBO.X requests of the same kind may not be merged together

if they operate on different cache lines. When a subsequent

CBO.X satisfies the conditions for coalescence, it is marked

probe_rdy

wb_invalidate
wb_rdy

probe_invalidate

TL-D TL-A TL-E

TL-BTL-C

Data & Metadata
SRAM Arrays

Probe
Unit

Writeback
Unit

8 MSHRs

16 B/cycle

64 B/cycle

RootRelease/RootWB

flush_rdy

signal

Flush
Unit

flushing

Figure 8. The modified SonicBOOM L1 data cache with

the addition of the Flush Unit contains all of the previously

described signals (denoted by dashed lines) in addition to

new signals and data buses.

as committed and is dropped. This improves performance by

optimizing away redundant writeback instructions in hard-

ware. Coalescence of different types of CBO.X requests, such

as a CBO.CLEANwith a CBO.FLUSH is a potential optimization

for future investigation.

All other dependent STQ requests must nack the LSU. This

is done to prevent the data of subsequent stores from being

written back by previous writeback instructions.

Fences. Fences are adapted to also ensure completion of all

pending flush requests before committing. This is achieved

using the flush counter. The flushing signal in Figure 6 is set

when the flush counter is non-zero, implying that if flushing
is low, there are no pending flush requests in the queue or in

FSHRs. We permit fences to commit only if flushing is low.

5.4 Writeback Interference
When an FSHR is allocated and a request is dequeued, an ar-

bitrary amount of time has passed since the time of enqueue,

thus the request metadata is not guaranteed to be valid. The

request metadata may have been modified as a result of the

following actions:

1. Out-of-order execution of dependent memory opera-

tions.

2. Probes to the address by other cores.

3. Cache line eviction by the MSHRs.

As presented in detail in § 5.3, action 1 is prevented since

operations dependent on queued flush requests are blocked.

Actions 2 and 3 are discussed in § 5.4.1 and § 5.4.2.

5.4.1 Cross-Core Interference. Cache coherence probes
that revoke line permissions may cause entries in the flush

queue to become invalid. Consider the case in which a flush

request is enqueued into CPU1 with hit and dirty bits set. If

CPU2 requests permissions to this line from the L2 cache,

CPU1 is probed and must revoke its permissions. If the probe

happens before the flush request is dequeued and allocated

8
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to an FSHR, it leads to undefined behavior. We avoid this

by augmenting the probe unit and the flush queue to allow

invalidation of pending entries in the flush queue. On han-

dling a probe request from a higher level caching agent, the

probe unit signals the flush unit via the probe_invalidate in-
put (Figure 6) to reset the dirty and/or hit bits based on the

permissions downgrade level. As a result, this flush request

is handled correctly with updated and valid metadata upon

dequeue.

However, this does not address the case in which a line is

probed while simultaneously being handled by an allocated

FSHR. This situation is resolved via flush_rdy. Upon FSHR

allocation, flush_rdy is unset until the FSHR reaches the state

root_release_ack. The signal remains unset until the FSHR

completes writing any metadata and releasing the line to L2,

but before receiving the acknowledgment. The probe unit

is blocked from handling the probe if flush_rdy is not high,

ensuring that probes cannot preempt an allocated FSHR.

Finally, consider the corner case of a probe event arriving

and being handled initially without any conflicting FSHRs.

Then, a flush request to the same line is dequeued before the

probe unit is able to invalidate this request in the queue. This

scenario is rendered impossible by the use of probe_rdy. As
soon as a probe event arrives, and before the probe unit in-

validates conflicting entries in the flush queue, the probe_rdy
signal is held low. The flush unit is only permitted to de-

queue a flush request and allocate an FSHR when probe_rdy
is high. It is possible for probe_rdy and flush_rdy to be low-

ered simultaneously if a probe request arrives and a flush

queue request is dequeued at the same time. However, the

probe unit checks for flush_rdy only one cycle after lowering

probe_rdy. Thus, the flush queue request that was dequeued

at the same time as the probe arrived, completes first and

raises flush_rdy. As probe_rdy remains high, no other request

can be dequeued from the flush queue in the meantime, and

the probe can continue, guaranteeing deadlock freedom in

our design.

5.4.2 Cache Line Eviction. Owing to the out-of-order

nature of the SonicBOOM, validity of request metadata in

the flush queue may be voided by cache lines being evicted to

accommodate other cache lines retrieved from higher level

caches. Cache line evictions release lines to the higher level

cache via the writeback unit (§ 3.3). Similar to the case of

probes in § 5.4.1, we augment the writeback unit to invalidate

requests corresponding to lines that are evicted. flush_rdy
is used again to block the MSHRs from choosing a cache

line to evict. wb_rdy in the writeback unit, used to block

probes, is reused to also block flush queue requests from

being dequeued. As the synchronization using flush_rdy and

wb_rdy is identical to that of probe_rdy, we delegate the

discussion of deadlock freedom to § 5.4.1.

5.5 L2 Cache
Wemodified the SiFive inclusive cache to add support for han-

dling RootReleasemessages. As described in § 5.1, RootRelease
is encoded as ProbeAck. Figure 4 demonstrates the pathways

of such a ProbeAck message in the L2.

The ProbeAck request is allocated to an MSHR in L2 imme-

diately upon arrival or later if buffered into the ListBuffer due
to a lack of MSHRs or conflicting MSHRs. If it contains dirty

data, it is simultaneously written back to the BankedStore.
Once an MSHR is allocated to handle the request, the di-

rectory is probed to get the cacheline’s dirty bit, and all the

lower level agents (L1 caches) that possess permissions to

this cacheline. First, the MSHR determines the probing strat-

egy. In case of a RootReleaseFlush, the MSHR first recursively

probes other owners of the line and revokes their permis-

sions. For a RootReleaseClean, probing is performed only if

an agent possesses the line with write permissions and the

owner (more than one owner may not posses write permis-

sions) is not the agent that requested the RootReleaseClean.
The MSHR instructs lower level caches to revoke/downgrade

permissions on their copies of the cacheline via TL-B mes-

sages as discussed in § 2.2. We highlight that probing and

cacheline revocation are performed if necessary even in case

the core that sent the RootRelease did not possess the cache-

line. This is important for correctness as the cacheline must

be written back to DRAM irrespective of the permissions on

the line held by the requesting core.

Upon receiving acknowledgements for the probes, any

dirty data obtained is written back to the BankedStore. Fi-
nally, if the cacheline is dirty (or has been dirtied by the

acknowledgements to the probes), the dirty data is released

and written back to DRAM via the SourceC module using the

Release TL-C message described in § 2.2. Thus, the last level

cache already catches and eliminates unnecessarywritebacks

by trivially checking its dirty bit.

Upon a successful acknowledgment of the Release from
main memory, the MSHR acknowledges the completion of

the writeback by sending a RootReleaseAck (encoded as Re-
leaseAck) to the original requester via the SourceD module.

6 Skip It
A cache line that has no dirty data in all levels of the cache

hierarchy is said to be persisted to main memory. As writing

back a persisted cache line does not change the line’s state in

main memory, this operation can be safely skipped, prevent-

ing unnecessary overhead while maintaining correctness.

In this section, we outline the architectural details of Skip

It, a hardware optimization that reduces costly redundant

writeback operations in the same manner as the software

mechanisms FliT [73] and link-and-persist [23].

Unfortunately, the dirty bit and valid bit of the L1 alone

are not sufficient to identify unnecessary writebacks. This is

because a cache line may or may not be dirty in L2, even if

9
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the dirty bit in the L1 cache is unset. Consider the following

two scenarios:

• A cache line is not dirty in the L1 cache, but the same

cache line is dirty in the L2 cache.

• A cache line is not dirty in the L1 cache, and the same

cache line is not dirty in the L2 cache.

For Scenario 1, the write-back instruction must be issued

because dirty data exists in some level of the cache hierarchy.

However, in Scenario 2, we may safely skip the writeback

because the cache line has no dirty data in any level of the

cache. But, it is impossible to distinguish between these two

scenarios with just the L1 cache’s dirty and valid bits, and

so we require another bit.

Therefore, to track the persistence status of a cache line,

we add the skip bit to the metadata of each line in L1. As

persisted cache lines do not need to be written back, we skip

writebacks to cache lines whose skip bits are set. Lines with

an unset skip bit must be written back. Proof of our assertion

that the skip bit, when valid, is equivalent to the negation of

L2’s dirty bit is presented in § 6.2. We also introduce a new

TL-D message called GrantDataDirty, sent as a response

to AcquireBlock. GrantDataDirty is functionally identical

to GrantData, except that reception of a GrantDataDirty
indicates that the cache line is not persisted, whileGrantData
indicates it is. Therefore, an agent must unset the skip bit on

reception of GrantDataDirty, while GrantData signals the

agent to set the skip bit.

6.1 Implementation
Writeback requests in the flush unit now include a skip_bit
flag. The metadata array in Figure 3 is modified to store the

skip bit for each cache line. This bit, combined with the dirty

bit, indicates whether data in the L1 cache exists in main

memory. If the writeback request hits the cache, is not dirty,

and the skip bit is set, the writeback request is dropped and

not enqueued into the flush queue. The data cache signals

success to the LSU and the instruction is committed.

When the data cache’s MSHR receives a response to Ac-
quire, it unsets the skip bit of that block if the response is

GrantDataDirty, and sets it otherwise. The L2 cache, upon

responding to Acquire, selects between GrantData or Grant-
DataDirty depending on whether the block in L2 is dirty.

6.2 Correctness
We say the skip bit in L1 is valid if the cache line is valid and

the dirty bit is unset. We claim that when the skip bit of a

line in L1 is valid, the skip bit is equivalent to the negation

of the dirty bit of that line in L2.

Let us consider all the possibles states of a cache line:

1. Invalid: The cache line is invalid in L1, therefore the

skip bit is also invalid as it is impossible to know the

status of the cache line in L2.

2. Write Permissions: The L1 has exclusive write per-
missions to the cache line and we know that no other

L1 cache contains a copy of the line. If the dirty bit of

the line is set, the skip bit is treated as invalid because

we must writeback dirty data. However, if the dirty bit

is unset, then we writeback based on the skip bit. Since

only one L1 can have the data exclusively with write

permissions, if the skip bit is unset, and a writeback

is executed, it will not be able to skip it as the dirty

data does not exist in main memory yet. Nonetheless,

if the skip bit is set, no other cache line has modified

the line, and therefore, it is safe to skip it.

3. Read Permissions: The L1 has read permissions to

the cache line; this may be shared with other L1 caches

or may be exclusive. Since shared or exclusive read

permissions cannot pollute the data, the skip bit state

remains unchanged. Therefore, if a skip bit is (in)valid,

it remains unchanged since it is impossible for any

other agent to update the line in the meantime. How-

ever, when the line is shared in multiple caches with

unset skip bits, and they all perform non-invalidating

writebacks (CBO.CLEAN), the skip bit may not be up-

dated in time, allowing some redundant writebacks.

While some non essential writebacks go through in

this specific case, correctness is not violated.

Therefore, as all possible cases have been verified, we

conclude that Skip It does not produce undefined or illegal

behavior and is functionally correct.

7 Evaluation
To evaluate the clean and flush capabilities we examine sev-

eral scenarios. § 7.2 evaluates SonicBOOM CBO.X perfor-

mance across thread count and writeback sizes. § 7.3 com-

pares clean and flush to commercial x86 and ARM CPUs. We

demonstrate the effectiveness of Skip It in § 7.4 and compare

its performance to state-of-the-art software solutions.

7.1 Experimental Platform
We develop our mechanisms extending the latest version of

the SonicBOOM
1
and L2 cache

2
provided in Chipyard.

For experiments in § 7.2 and § 7.3, we synthesize a dual

core SonicBOOM running at 30 MHz using FireSim [39]
3
.

Each core has a 32 KiB L1 cache and share a 512 KiB inclu-

sive L2 cache. FireSim performs an FPGA-accelerated RTL

simulation with FASED [10], a realistic FPGA-hosted DRAM

model. The SonicBOOM is running Buildroot GNU/Linux

(kernel v6.2) generated using FireMarshal [57].

Due to the more intensive nature of the evaluations in

§ 7.4, we slightly modify the experimental setup. The SoC re-

mains unchanged but we use FPGA synthesis on Enzian [18].

1
BOOM commit hash: deae9f7

2
L2 commit hash: 850e121

3
FireSim commit hash: df095fb
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Figure 9. CBO.X performance scales as expectedwith increas-

ing data size. Additional threads provide close to theoretical

improvement (e.g. 8 threads writeback 7.2× faster).

Without the complexity added by FASED, our dual core Son-

icBOOM runs at 50 MHz. Since the comparisons are exclu-

sively between SonicBOOM with and without Skip It, accu-

rate memory simulations are less critical. Cycle counts are

obtained using the RDCYCLE [26] control status register [25].

We repeat all microbenchmarks 50 times and report the me-

dian latency of the experiments. All other evaluations are

performed for 2s and averaged over 5 repetitions.

7.2 SonicBOOM Performance
To characterize the CBO.X performance, we writeback vari-

ous amounts of data, from one cache line (64 B) to the entire

L1 cache (32 KiB) using one, two, four, and eight threads.

Figure 9 shows the latency for non-contended lines i.e. each

thread flushes a different cache region. We dirty the cache,

then each thread flushes sequentially and fences once at the

end. A single thread can clean or flush one cache line with a

median latency of 100 cycles (𝜎 : 13.2) while it takes 7460 cy-

cles (𝜎 : 286.1) to flush all 32 KiB. Additional threads reduce

overall latency, especially for larger writebacks: 8 threads

show a 7.2× improvement in latency over a single thread.

The CBO.CLEAN and CBO.FLUSH performance is equiva-

lent in isolation because the mechanism is identical in this

case. To compare the difference between them, we perform

another microbenchmark that writes to a cache line, issues a

clean or flush followed by a fence, and then re-reads the value

once the synchronous barrier is passed. Figure 10 shows this

benchmark for one and eight threads. The behaviors remain

similar across thread count. By simply cleaning and not in-

validating data (thus not having to re-fetch) allows ≈ 2×
lower latency.

Figure 10.We see the value of a cleaning (non-invalidating)

writeback. Reading after CBO.CLEAN, we achieve ≈ 2×
lower latency due to the cache hit versus refetching from

memory due to CBO.FLUSH. Note latency is log scale.

7.3 Comparative Performance
We compare our implementation in the SonicBOOM to com-

mercial x86 and ARM CPUs. These experiments are con-

ducted with two modern x86 CPUs, an AMD EPYC 7763 [1]

and Intel Xeon Gold 6238T [34], as well as an AWS Gravi-

ton3 [3] ARMv8 processor (C7g.metal [2]). For x86 CPUs

we use both standard clflush and optimized clflushopt
(flush) and clwb (clean). ARMv8 uses dccivac (flush) and

dccvac (clean). After flushing we include the appropriate

memory barrier. Both x86 systems run Ubuntu 20.04 (kernel

5.4.0-153) while the Graviton3 runs Amazon Linux 2. Note

that the SonicBOOM has only two levels of cache (L1 and L2),

while the commercial CPUs have L3. We do not believe that

this significantly changes the relative performance given

that memory latency dominates.

Figures 11 and 12 show the comparative performance for

one and eight threads. In both scenarios, the Intel clflush
takes an extremely long time for larger data due to its in-

herent use of barriers, while Intel’s optimized flush is often

the best performing x86 implementation. On the other hand,

AMD’s clflush and clflushopt perform nearly identically.

The SonicBOOM CBO.FLUSH outperforms x86 processors for

nearly all sizes with both one- and eight-threads, but Gravi-

ton’s flush latency grows sub-linearly, making flushes greater

than 4 KiB faster. In all cases, CBO.X are competitive with

the commercial implementations.

The gap between Intel’s clflush and other flushing in-

structions is not as large using 8 threads. Again, noting the

aforementioned caveats about comparing SonicBOOM and

11
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Figure 11.Writeback latencies for a single thread are similar

across architectures, with the exception of the Intel clflush
which is significantly worse at 4 KiB and above.

Figure 12. Writeback latencies for eight threads are compa-

rable across architectures, with Intel clflush only showing

its poor performance above 16 KiB in this case.

commercial CPUs, our implementation outperforms other

platforms when using eight threads across nearly all write-

back sizes. We recognize the significant additional complex-

ity in commercial CPUs compared to the SonicBOOM core,

and we want to be clear that these experiments do not imply

that the presented implementation is per se better. There are
many subtleties across architectures, vendors, and implemen-

tations and a thorough study of behavior and performance

Figure 13. Comparing naïve and Skip It for 10 consecutive

flushes, using 1 and 8 threads, Skip It shows 15-20% speedup.

is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we believe the

design is a sound implementation and correct. Moreover,

having a well performing, comparable set of instructions

allows for further experimentation of hardware caching op-

timizations as we discussed in § 6 and evaluate in § 7.4.

7.4 Skip It
In this section we evaluate the performance of Skip It using a

microbenchmark and compare it to state-of-the-art software

optimizations for redundant writebacks.

Microbenchmark. To compare Skip It to naïve write-

backs, we restrict our comparison to CBO.FLUSH as the re-

sults are identical for CBO.CLEAN. In the benchmark, for each

cache line, we execute a store followed by a CBO.FLUSH and

then 10 redundant CBO.FLUSH instructions to the same cache

line. As with § 7.3, we evaluated it across 1, 2, 4 and 8 threads.

We observe in Figure 13 that Skip It performs up to 30%

better than the naïve version. The L2 cache (as LLC) already

supports trivially skipping redundant writebacks by check-

ing its dirty bit. Thus, in the SonicBOOM, Skip It saves the

latency incurred by queuing and dequeuing the flush request,

allocating an FSHR, communicating with L2 and waiting for

a response from L2. It also reduces contention for the L2

cache. A deeper cache hierarchy (i.e. L3 or L4) could show

greater improvements due to the increased latencies.

FliT [73]. We compare Skip It to existing software-based

optimizations of redundant writebacks. We use CBO.FLUSH
to writeback cachelines to maximize the penalty of not iden-

tifying a redundant writeback. We evaluate these methods

on persistent lock-free versions of four data structures: a

binary search tree [53], a hash table [23], a linked list [31]

12
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Figure 14. Throughput of varying persistent algorithms across data structures and flush optimizations, with 5% updates.

Figure 15. Throughput of varying update percentage across data structures and redundant flush optimizations.

and a skiplist [23]. We evaluate three different algorithms

for maintaining persistence: the first being the automatic
version where a writeback and a fence must be executed

after every operation [36, 73], secondly the NVTraverse
framework [27] and finally a manual algorithm [23].

For each scenario, we evaluate four methods to avoid re-

dundant flushes: FliT adjacent and FliT hash table [73],
Link-and-Persist [23, 29, 71, 81], and Skip It. FliT adja-

cent places a counter for reducing redundant flushes next

to every variable. FliT hash table locates these counters in

a separate hash map. Link-and-persist has a bit within ev-

ery cacheline to indicate whether a specific cacheline has

been written to peristent memory. Skip It is a combination of

these methods, since it has a bit in the cacheline metadata to
reduce redundant flushes. We additionally compare with the

baseline plain, which provides no mechanisms to prevent re-

dundant writebacks. All benchmarks were instantiated with

2 threads. Each update is randomly an insertion or a deletion

with equal probability.

Figures 14 and 15 summarize the results of the experi-

ments. The horizontal dark green dotted line indicates the

throughput of the baseline non-persistent version. We ob-

serve that Skip It almost always outperforms FliT adjacent

and FliT hash table. This is due to the extra memory that

FliT consumes and the fact that Skip It implements a similar

mechanism in hardware, which reduces its lookup time. It

checks the cacheline’s metadata, which is separated from

the cacheline itself in a similar way as FliT. As Skip It is

a hardware optimization invisible to programmers, it does

not require any extra memory in the form of book-keeping

data structures, substantially reducing cache contention and

memory accesses. Skip It mostly performs comparatively

or better than Link-and-Persist, except for the cases of au-

tomatic linked list and hash table. Link-and-Persist stores

its bit in the 63rd bit of the data word. The data word is

read anyway, so testing this bit in software and subsequently

cancelling the issue of a writeback instruction may be more

efficient to catch and terminate redundant writebacks. While

Skip It only requires a single bit for a cacheline in L1, the

writeback instruction must travel through the pipeline (in-

cluding TLB misses and page table walks) to the L1 cache

before it is detected as redundant and halted. However, we

note that as Link-and-Persist occupies an unused bit of the

address, it is not applicable for algorithms that make use of

unused bits for their logic (such as the BST), and additionally

all accesses to this address must first mask this occupied

bit before it performs a memory operation. FliT and Skip

It do not suffer from these restrictions. We observe that in

Figure 14 (d), the baseline is actually lower than the most

performant algorithms. Using a CBO.FLUSH to invalidate and
writeback a cacheline may provide better performance due
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Figure 16. BST (10k keys) throughput is sensitive to FliT

hashtable size.

to the memory constraints of our system. As cache line re-

placement constantly happens in both L1 and L2, manually

freeing cache lines via flushes may offer better throughput

by preempting cache replacement mechanisms.

The limited cache size of the SonicBOOM is the primary

reason for the lower performance of FliT in comparison to

others. The combined cache size of the Xeon CPU used in

[73] to evaluate FliT is 35.75 MiB, while our SonicBOOM

has 544 KiB. As FliT requires auxiliary data structures, a

∼ 67× smaller cache impacts performance significantly due

to constant cache contention between the evaluated data

structures and FliT’s metadata. This is especially apparent

in the FliT hash table size, illustrated in Figure 16.

8 Related Work
There has been much research focused on building correct

and efficient libraries for non-volatile main memory in which

flush and fence are compulsory [70, 32, 45, 61, 22, 50, 35, 41,

27, 28, 21, 81, 74]. To avoid software-initiated writebacks,

others proposed new hardware designs for NVMM. From

extensive analysis of persistent memory patterns, Hands Off

Persistence System (HOPS) [52] aims to improve persistent

systems’ efficiency by automatically tracking instruction

dependencies. Nalli et al. propose hardware modifications

(e.g. per-thread persist buffers and ISA extensions), simulated

in gem5. While HOPS offers whole system persistence, this

comes at the cost of significant hardware complexity.

Another line of research focuses on removing writeback

instructions from the critical path [38, 19]. Joshi et al. [38]
tracks inter- and intra-thread conflicts and postpones the

persistent instructions to a later point in time, resulting in

buffered-epoch or buffered-strict persistency models [56].

They introduce multiple hardware modifications and is sim-

ulated on gem5. This work is complementary to ours.

Hardware Logging (HWL) detects transactions and auto-

matically logs all changed values, tasking the memory con-

troller with eviction of modified log entries to NVMM [54]

negating explicit writebacks and fences. Bhardwaj et al. [9]

implemented a way for automatically logging to persistent

memory using FPGAs. Braun et al. [13] also utilize FPGAs

to build a persistence layer, PLayer, exploiting the cache-

coherence protocol in hardware to guarantee persistence for

lock-free data structures with the existence of NVMM or

CXL. To support NVMM encryption, a proposed hardware

extension to Asynchronous DRAM Refresh (ADR) allows for

the atomic persistence of data and associated counters using

writebacks efficiently [46].

The vast majority of research done on NVMM has been

conducted using Intel Optane due to the provided hardware

and toolchains [30]. This limits the ability of researchers to

conduct exploratory research into mechanisms and architec-

tures to use novel future memory systems. Little work with

NVMM on RISC-V has been done [11] which we argue is due,

in part, to the lack of architectural support for the fundamen-

tal requirements for correctness (i.e. writeback instructions).

Other than support for NVMM, flush instructions are often

used for security. The majority of these solutions flush mi-

croarchitectural components up to the L1 [75, 12, 44, 43]

and most rely on cache coloring [40] to partition L2. Since

most are implemented on in-order RISC-V CPUs, our flush

instructions can allow for the implementation of these and

other techniques on BOOM.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of

two versions of writeback operations for the RISC-V BOOM

core. Furthermore, we present Skip It, an optimization that

avoids redundant writebacks of clean data. Implementing it

on an open-source platform, a modern out-of-order RISC-

V CPU, allows for further exploration and research, using

and optimizing these fundamental instructions in both hard-

ware systems and applications
4
. Our evaluation shows that

it has comparable, and even preferable performance to com-

mercial platforms. Moreover, Skip It demonstrates the value

of hardware optimizations by performing better than most

state-of-the-art software implementations. We hope the sys-

tem enables further research into software and hardware

optimizations across a broad range of problems.
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